
Star Wars Ships
From A-wings to Y-wings ... it’s all in here!



A-wings
There are many A-wings in Star 
Wars. A famous A-wing pilot across 
the galaxy is Tallie Lintra. She is 
brave and daring. One of her most 
amazing feats is taking out a 
Dreadnought in episode VIII Star 
Wars the last Jedi. Tallie makes 
flying an A-wing look easy. 

 A-Wing affiliation

Affiliation: Rebel Alliance, New 
Republic and the Resistance. 



B-wings

B-wings are the bombers used in 
the bombing run on the 
Dreadnaught. These were the 
2nd most important part of it’s 
destruction after Poe Dameron’s. 
These have two crew members 
being a pilot and a gunner. Their 
armaments are proton torpedoes, 
an ion cannon and four laser 
cannons. B-wing affilliation 

Affiliation-Rebel Alliance and the 
Resistance     



Corellian YT-1300f light freighter 

The most well known Corellian YT-1300 
light freighter is the ‘old rust bucket’ that 
is the Millennium Falcon. It is most 
famous of it’s pilots are Han Solo and 
Chewbacca. Here’s a list of it’s pilots: 
Han Solo,Chewbacca,Lando Calrissian, 
Rey, L3-37 and Nien Nunb.1050 km/p 
(652 mph; maximum atmospheric 
speed); 75 MGLT (Megalight per hour; 
sublight speed).



X-wings
The X-wing is a medium star 
fighter that is used in nearly 
every space battle the Rebel 
Alliance or the Resistance has 
ever been in. On the right, the 
picture shows a squad of 
X-wings flying over Maz’s 
castle lake. Blue colours on the 
X-wing means it is from the 
Resistance. Whereas red 
colours on it means it is from 
the Rebel Alliance.



T-47 airspeeder ‘snowspeeder’
The T-47 is easy to get mixed up with 
the T-16 skyhopper. These are also 
commonly known as ‘snowspeeders’. 
The reason for this is because they are 
all used on the AT-AT’s attack on Hoth 
[the ice planet]. The AT-AT’s came to 
attack the Rebel base there for control of 
Hoth. That battle is Known as the battle 
of Hoth. The reason the Rebels sent the 
T- 47s was they have a tow cable able to 
trip up an AT-AT this is good because 
they have shields impenetrable to blaster 
fire.   



BTL-A4 Y-wings
There are two types of Y-wing the 
BTL-B and BTL-A4 [picture]. The 
Y-wing is a bomber like the B-wing but 
does not help in the destruction of 1 of 
the 6 dreadnaughts. Instead, it spent 
it’s time destroying Imperial Star 
Destroyers. A good and better contrast 
to the Y-wing from an A-wing is that 
when a Y-wing is out of bombs it will 
still work as a fighter instead giving 
them an advantage in battle. These are 
gold squad in the picture you can tell 
from the paint



GR-47 medium transports
Why does the Rebel Alliance 
bring GR-75 medium 
transports with them into 
battle? The GR-75 Medium 
Transport, often referred to 
as the Rebel Transport, was 
a cargo hauling ship, which 
was often used by the Rebel 
Alliance. It was lightly armed, 
and generally not very 
useful.



Mandator II-class star destroyers ‘dreadnaughts’
There are only 6 of this ship 
in the galaxy. That is why the 
Empire is horrified when Poe 
Dameron and a squad of 
B-wings take one out. The 
first time a Mandator II class 
is seen it is at the beginning 
of episode VIII Star Wars the 
last jedi. They are probably 
the most powerful ship the 
Empire’s got! They derived 
from Star Destroyers.    



Tie Fighters
The TIE fighter was the 
unforgettable symbol of 
the Imperial fleet. Carried 
aboard Star Destroyers 
and battle stations, TIE 
fighters were single-pilot 
vehicles designed for 
fast-paced dogfights with 
Rebel X-wings and other 
starfighters. Star Wars Databank

http://www.starwars.com/databank/tie-fighter


Imperial 1-class Star Destroyers
The imperial star destroyers 
are a very commonly seen 
ship. It is used to launch Tie 
Fighters in space battles to 
gain advantage in number. 
An advantage in anything 
gave the Rebels and the 
Resistance a showing weak 
point in their fleet. The star 
destroyers are also 
equipped with a tractor 
beam allowing the enemy’s 
capture.



Lambda Class T4-a Imperial Shuttles
An elegant example that 
stands apart from typical 
brutish Imperial engineering, 
the Imperial shuttle is a 
multi-purpose ship that is 
known across the galaxy. It’s 
task 80% of the time is to 
transport stormtroopers to 
different planets like Sullust 
or Kessel. Sullust and Kessel 
are both massive Imperial 
planets used for their lava or 
coaxium.



Delta-7 Jedi starfighters
Jedi Starfighter takes 
place just prior to the 
events of Attack of the 
Clones and during the 
Battle of Geonosis. It was 
used by Yoda,Obi-Wan 
and Anakin Skywalker 
commonly. Obi and 
Anakin also use it to 
destroy early Star 
Destroyers over 
Geonosis. 



N-1 Naboo Starfighters
Protecting the skies and space 
around Naboo is the N-1 
starfighter. Its sleek design 
exemplifies the philosophy of art 
and function witnessed 
throughout Naboo technology. Its 
twin radial J-type engines are 
capped in gleaming chrome and 
trail long delicate-looking finials 
behind the ship's single-pilot 
compartment.



The End!
Thank you for listening writing society!


